
Mechanical Engineering Technical Electives 
Spring 2016 

 
Note: Junior, senior, or graduate level standing in Mechanical Engineering is required to 

enroll in any of the courses listed below.   
 
MCEN4115/5115: Mechatronics and Robotics (Derek Reamon) 

Focuses on design and construction of microprocessor-controlled electro-mechanical 
systems. Lectures review critical circuit topics, introduce microprocessor architecture 
and programming, discuss sensor and actuator component selection, robotic systems, 

and design strategies for complex, multi-system devices. Lab work reinforces lectures 
and allows hands-on experience with robotic design. Students must design and build an 
autonomous robotic device. Prerequisites of ECEN 3010 and GEEN 1300 or ECEN 1310 

or CSCI 1300 or CSCI 1310 or CSCI 1320. 
 
MCEN4131/5131: Air Pollution Control (Shelly Miller) 

Approved for the Environmental Option 
Introduces air quality regulations, meteorology, and modeling. Examines methods for 
controlling major classes of air pollutants, including particulate matter and oxides of 

sulfur and nitrogen, as well as control technology for industrial sources and motor 
vehicles. Requires interdisciplinary design projects. Same as MCEN 5131. Prerequisite 
of MCEN 3021. 

 
MCEN4194/5194: Energy Conversion & Storage (Sehee Lee) 
Approved for the Environmental Option 

Presents the fundamentals, principles and experimental techniques of electrochemistry, 
the background of ionic or electronic conduction of metal, semiconductor, inorganic and 
polymer materials, and applications in the areas of batteries, fuel cells, electrochemical 

double layer capacitors, electrochemical photonics, sensors and semiconductor 
electrochemistry. Prerequisites of MCEN 2024 and MCEN 3032.  
 

MCEN4228/5228-001: Industrial Control Design (Shalom Ruben) 
Industrial applications of control are presented in this course including experimentation 
on a Magnetic Bearing System, where an unstable rotor is actively positioned at the 

shaft ends by electro-magnets using hall-affect sensors as feedback.  All algorithms will 
be implemented on industrially used real-time control hardware.  Methods for system 
identification of dynamical systems from input/output data, digital signal processing, 

and digital control of mechatronic systems will be learned.   
 

MCEN4228/5228-002: Mechanics of Composite Materials (Rong Long) 
Composite materials are widely applied in many industrial areas, including aircraft, 
automotive, marine, wind energy, infrastructure, armor, and biomedical applications 

(e.g. prosthetic devices). Historically the concept of composite materials can be dated 
back to the straw-reinforced clay bricks in ancient Egypt. In modern times, composite 
materials have evolved greatly due to advancement in manufacturing techniques and 

design capability. Composites offer advantageous material properties such as high 
strength, high stiffness, low density and long fatigue life. However, because composites 
consist of two or more material phases, the mechanics of composite materials is much 

more complex. For example, composites are typically anisotropic due to the 
reinforcement agents. A much larger set of material parameters is required to capture 
their mechanical behavior, which brings challenges to both theoretical analysis and 

experimental testing. This course will start with a brief review on the fundamentals of 
solid mechanics and then introduce the concepts required to analyze composite 



materials. Topics to be discussed include: elastic behavior and strength of composites, 
failure analysis, uni-directional and multi-directional lamina, effects of temperature and 
humidity, and experimental testing methods. 

 
MCEN4228/5228-003: Aesthetics of Design (Jean Hertzberg) 
This will be a three credit studio course in industrial design. The goal is to change 

students' perception of design in the world around them via a creative aesthetic 
experience. Student teams with diverse backgrounds will design, build and document 
artifacts that feature aesthetics as a critical design component. 

 
MCEN4228/5228-004: Surface Forces in Biology (Mark Borden) 
Approved for the Biomed Option 

Most materials display only one or two types of intermolecular interactions at the same 
time. Biological systems, on the other hand, typically involve four or more interactions, 
either simultaneously or sequentially in space and time.  This course will help you build 

a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the diverse set of nanoscale forces that 
act between biological molecules and surfaces.  We will start with intermolecular forces 
and show links to macroscopic material properties and ligand-receptor interactions.  Next, 

surface force-distance profiles will be developed for van der Waals, electrostatic double 
layer, hydration, hydrophobic, and thermal fluctuation interactions.  Knowledge of these 
forces will be used to analyze biological self-assembly and the properties of biological 

membranes. 
 
MCEN4228/5228-005: Intro to Modern Feedback Ctrl Dsn (Sean Humbert) 

Norms for signals and systems, closed loop performance in the frequency domain, 
uncertainty models, robust stability and robust performance. Control design in the 
frequency domain, translation of closed loop performance requirements into open loop 

constraints, loopshaping design. Primary emphasis will be on SISO systems but MIMO 
concepts will be introduced as required. Examples will be drawn from current research 
including small scale aerial robotics and unmanned aircraft systems. 

 
MCEN4228/5228-006: Biomimetic Materials (Ginger Ferguson) 
Approved for the Biomed Option 
This course will provide an introduction to structure-property-function relationships in biological 
materials such as wood, bone, shells, spider silk, connective tissue, blood vessels and gecko feet. 
We will cover topics including but not limited to biosynthesis and assembly, biomineralization, 
hierarchical organization, adhesion and contact, functionally graded interfaces, and others. As part 
of this course, we will learn some fundamentals of tissue engineering, with relation to biomimetic 
design, and explore cutting edge methods in biofabrication. No prior knowledge of biology is required 
to take this course. 
 
MCEN4228/5228-007: Thin Film Materials (Jianliang Xiao) 

Thin film materials are of great interest to both academic and industrial communities, 
due to their very broad applications, including surface coating, M/NEMS, electronics, 
battery, solar panel and more recently stretchable electronics. The application of thin 

film materials will require fundamental understanding from both materials and 
mechanics aspects. This course will provide introduction to thin film materials, including 
fabrication, design, mechanics and applications.   We will discuss various topics related 

to thin film materials, from fabrication, design, to mechanics and applications. It will 
cover film stress and substrate curvature, thin film on stiff substrates and on compliant 

substrates, adhesives, and applications on flexible/stretchable electronics. 
 
 



MCEN4228/5228-010: Ceramics (Rishi Raj) 
Ceramics and glasses are the oldest of materials. They were used to make castles, 
vessels, and their single crystals were prized for their beauty, opulence and color. Our 

earth is made from water and ceramics, from the crust down to the upper mantle and 
core. Today, ceramics are emerging as materials with multifunctional properties that 
can be tailored for state-of-the-art applications. For example, because of their high 

melting points ceramics are being developed for next generation “ceramic” gas 
turbines, which will begin to fly 737s within the next two years. 
 

Ceramics are often made from two elements from the opposite columns in the periodic 
take which renders them to possess electric charge on the atomic scale. It is this 
feature that gives them their numerous functional properties such as semiconductors, 

laser materials, piezoelectric materials, and also electrochemical materials for 
applications in Li+ batteries and fuel cells. Ceramics often have very high melting points 
which means that they are made into net shape, not by melting and casting, but rather 

in the solid state by a process known as sintering. Glasses on the other hand have 
interesting viscous properties so that they can be formed, as they have been from ages 
past, into exquisite shapes and colors. This course will discuss the structure, processing 

and properties of ceramics from an atomistic point of view. The topics just mentioned 
will be considered.  
 

MCEN4228/5228-011: Phononics and Thermal Metamaterials (Baowen Li) 
Phonons are primitive information carriers of animals, birds, and human being. 
Moreover, they are also the main heat carriers in semiconductors and dielectric 

materials. The emerging field  phononics provides a novel approach on heat 
control/management. In this course, the underlying principle of phonetic devices like 
thermal rectifier/diode, thermal transistor, thermal logic gates and thermal memory etc 

will be discussed.  
 
Thermal metamaterials use existing natural materials to manipulate heat flux by 

changing its structures. The underlying principle is transforming invariance of the heat 
conduction equation. We will discuss several important functions and applications like 
thermal cloak, thermal concentrator, thermal lens, thermal camouflage, thermal 

inverter … Challenges and difficulties in thermal cloak will be discussed. 
 
MCEN4228/5228-015: Optimization of Wind Energy (Peter Hamlington) 

This is a one credit course offered through a collaboration with NREL.  It will 
NOT count as a full Technical Elective. 
This course provides an introduction to optimization – with an emphasis on applications 

in wind energy. The course will cover fundamental aspects of optimization including 
basic theory and algorithms and will then apply those tools to the analysis and design 

of wind plants. Students will develop a fundamental understanding of optimization, gain 
knowledge and experience in the use of optimization for wind plant design, understand 
models used in optimization for wind plant design, develop an understanding of 

optimization techniques, and gain hands-on experience in the use of optimization and 
wind plant design tools.  
 

MCEN5045: Design for Manufacturability (Dan Riffell) 
Topics include general design guidelines for manufacturability; aspects of 
manufacturing processes that affect design decisions; design rules to maximize 

manufacturability; statistical considerations; value engineering and design for assembly 
(manual, robotic, and automatic). Presents case studies of successful products 
exhibiting DFM.  Prerequisite for undergrad students of MCEN4026. 



 
MCEN5228-012: Soft Machines (Christoph Keplinger) 
Approved for Biomedical Option 

The biological world and the engineered world differ in terms of mechanics: man-made 
machines are built from hard materials, while nature predominantly uses soft materials. 
The elegance of nature’s design inspires researchers to create soft machines with 

unprecedented properties and the potential to be applied in a wide range of areas, 
spanning over soft robotics, tunable optics, artificial muscles and renewable energy.  
This course is designed to provide students with a background and important tools to 

participate in this emerging field of research and related areas. We will start with 
selected fundamentals of soft materials, such as the physics of rubber elasticity, the 
thermodynamics of long chain molecules and molecular networks, and move on to 

discuss electrical conductors with unusual properties, such as high stretchability, 
transparency or biocompatibility. We will then discuss elementary components of soft 
machines, including soft actuators, sensors and generators. Particular focus will be 

placed on smart materials and structures, electroactive polymers, sensor skins and soft 
generators for harvesting mechanical energy from small to large scale sources, such as 
ocean waves. 

 
MCEN5228-013: Optical Sensing for Energy & Environment (Greg Rieker) 
Approved for the Environmental Option 

Introduction to spectroscopy of gases and quantitative optical diagnostic techniques for 
measurements of species concentrations, temperature, density, and other flowfield 
properties in energy (combustion) and environmental (atmospheric) applications.  

Topics include: Theory behind spectra of gases; absorption, fluorescence, emission, 
Rayleigh and Raman scattering, Fourier transform, and other optical spectroscopy 
techniques.  Sampling of applications ranging from high-speed diagnostics for 

combustion to satellite-based atmospheric trace gas measurements and data 
interpretation. 
 

MCEN5228-014: Environmental Law (Jana Milford) 
Approved for the Environmental Option 
In Environmental Law for Scientists and Engineers, you will learn how environmental 

laws and regulations are developed and enforced by 
legislatures, state and federal agencies, and the courts. The course covers statutes and 
cases addressing air and water pollution, toxic substances, wastes, environmental 

assessment, and climate change. The course is designed for graduate students in 
engineering, environmental studies, and natural sciences. No legal background is 
required. The course is structured around reading and discussion, with students 

required to brief cases and contribute to discussion of current issues.  Written 
assignments include critical analysis of pending regulations and recent court opinions. 

 
Additional Options: Either GEEN3400 or an EMEN class can be substituted for one ME 
Tech Elective, provided your other ME Tech Elective has an MCEN prefix.  Please ask if 

you have any questions about that option. 


